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The Americas Infrastructure Dialogue #AmericasID2024 – 25th & 
26th of January 2024, Hilton Honors, New York, Hilton Midtown: 
 
“Keep Track Of Change With Real Assets” 
 

 
LONDON, October 09, 2023 – The Americas Infrastructure Dialogue 2024 will take place on 
the 25th and 26th January 2024 as an in-person event, bringing together the decision makers 
in the infrastructure sector in the region.  
Global leaders as well as local leaders in the infrastructure sector have an opportunity to get 
together in a series of interactive sessions and 1:1 meeting in the exclusive Dialogue-Club.  
Senior industry experts, including investors, lenders, developers, owners, and policy makers 
will be discussing the latest trends in infrastructure in the US, including equity investments, 
debt infra investments, ESG, the energy transition and other developments, in Canada, Latin 
America and abroad. 
 
The agenda covers a broad list of topics such as – North American investment pipelines, new 
strategies for infrastructure investments, renewables in the Americas, investments in methanol 
and hydrogen, technology and fibre networks, debt infrastructure, infrastructure in LATM, 
financing infrastructure, water infrastructure, utilities, transport infrastructure, EV charging, P3 
infrastructure, etc. 
 
Henry Cisneros, Chairman, American Triple I Partners said “The Event 'Americas 
Infrastructure Dialogue' was the best of its kind I have attended.  I especially liked the 
arrangement of the rooms for maximum dialogue and the working session ambiance. The 
collegial size of participation in each room and the stature of the participants made for informed 
discussion and productive exchanges. Thank you for inviting me and for making it possible for 
me to participate. I believe we are entering a Golden Era of infrastructure investing as nations 
seek to modernize and expand critical infrastructure. You are contributing to that process in a 
significant way.” (The Americas Infrastructure Dialogue #AmericasID2022) 
 
About Dialogue Capital 
 
Headquartered in London, Dialogue Capital is a leading firm that provides a wide range of 
services to a substantial and diversified senior clients’ base. Founded in 2013 by Florentina 
Freise with the vision to support senior decision makers in the real assets industry to find new 

business partners and investable infrastructure assets and to leave an impact in the industry 
for future generations. 
 
Please visit The Americas Infrastructure Dialogue #AID2024 for more information about the 
event and related content about the company. 
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